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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
THE KENTUCKY RE-ENTRY UNIVERSAL PAYLOAD SYSTEM (KRUPS):
ORBITAL FLIGHT
Due to the uniqueness of atmospheric entry environments, ground facilities cannot
accurately replicate re-entry conditions. Consequently, scientists primarily rely on
numerical models to predict these conditions and inform Thermal Protection System
(TPS) designs. These models often lack flight validation, which is necessary for
increasing their fidelity. Thus, there is a substantial need to obtain such data to
advance modeling capabilities.
The Kentucky Re-entry Universal Payload System (KRUPS) is an adaptable test-
bed for scientific experimentation with initial application to TPS. This vehicle was
designed at the University of Kentucky to serve as an inexpensive means of obtain-
ing validation data to enhance models developed at the university. KRUPS will be
conducting its first orbital mission in July, 2021 on board Cygnus NG-15, a resupply
vehicle serving the International Space Station. This mission, dubbed Kentucky Re-
Entry Probe Experiment (KREPE) will provide the first set of relevant flight data
for comparison and validation of computational results for the vehicle.
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As humanity attempts to traverse beyond low earth orbit (LEO) vehicles must travel
at much greater speeds to attain such distances in a timely manner. Because of
this they must decelerate at very rapid rates when arriving at their final destination,
which is often accomplished through the use of a blunt forebody geometry. Such
geometries create a strong shock wave that increases pressure and drag to assist
in slowing the vehicle, an example of which can be seen in the depiction of MSL
decelerating in Fig. 1.1. The kinetic energy of the vehicle is largely dissipated into
the atmosphere but the remainder produces extreme aerodynamic thermal loading [9].
The amount of heat flux experienced increases significantly with an increase in vehicle
velocity. Thus, a thermal protection system (TPS) is necessary for hypersonic vehicles
entering planetary atmospheres to survive the harsh heating. These structures are
comprised of engineered materials designed to protect the vehicle body from the
high-temperature chemically-reacting flows [10].
Figure 1.1: Artists rendition of Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) decelerating in Mar-
tian atmosphere (Image from ref. [1])
There are three main classes of TPS used for hypersonic vehicles: active, passive,
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and ablative. Active systems are highly complex, employing plumbing and transpi-
ration techniques utilizing a cooling agent, often liquid fuel, to remove heat from the
hot structure and protect the vehicle. Such systems are common in rocket nozzles.
Passive systems rely on insulating materials with low thermal conductivity to prevent
heat from reaching the body of the vehicle. They also often have coatings designed
to increase emissivity and re-radiate heat [11]. This can be seen in Figure 1.2a. A
common example of passive TPS material is the tiles used during the space shuttle
era, LI-900 and LI-2200. The material is designed to be reusable but fails above
a certain temperature threshold and is therefore limited to milder reentry environ-
ments. For this reason, ablative materials are more commonly used for hypersonic
reentry vehicles. Ablators are relatively simple materials that rely on phase change,
surface reduction, and mass loss to shed heat [12]. This is accomplished via pyrolysis
and thermochemical reactions, shown in Figure 1.2b. Charring ablators are the pre-
ferred material for use on high enthalpy atmospheric entry vehicle bodies. As these
materials are heated, they reach a point where they begins to decompose, forming a
residue and releasing gases. As the gasses move out of the material, a porous char
layer is produced. Material recession begins to occur as the material reacts with the
chemical species in the flow and as the brittle char layer is subjected to stresses,
inducing spallation [9]. These processes protect the sublayers and prevent the vehicle
from significant temperature increases [9]. Some examples of charring ablators in-
clude Advanced Carbon-Carbon (ACC), Avcoat, and Phenolic Impregnated Carbon
Ablator (PICA). Avcoat is a mild-density material developed for use on the Apollo
Command Module and the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle [13]. PICA was famously
utilized for the forebody heat shield of the Stardust Return Capsule, a vehicle having
the fastest entry speed attained by any man made object [14, 15].
In order to develop, test, and characterize TPS materials, three main methods
are employed, flight testing, ground testing, and numerical simulations. Flight cam-
paigns, while the most ideal, are often expensive and difficult to execute [16]. They
require extensive preparation spanning periods of several years and often pose high




Figure 1.2: Energy behavior of TPS materials (Image from ref [2], with permission)
many uncontrollable parameters. Thus, several test facilities have been commissioned
for the conduction of ground test campaigns. These facilities allow for controllable
flow conditions and ease of instrumentation to obtain relevant data for analysis. They
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require less preparation and pose much lower risk than flight testing. However, these
facilities also have their drawbacks, mainly their inability to replicate actual flight
conditions. Therefore, computational tools were developed, allowing for a compar-
atively inexpensive and efficient means to obtain data. These tools have their own
disadvantages, principally their need for validation via ground and flight testing.
Consequently, researchers, scientists, and engineers often rely on all three methods
to study, design and test these materials.
1.2 Motivation
Due to the uniqueness of atmospheric entry environments, it is not possible to accu-
rately replicate all aspects of entry conditions with current ground facility capabilities.
Conditions encountered during hypersonic flight such as flow duration, velocity, gas
chemistry effects, Reynolds number, and Mach number are not able to be controlled
concurrently in any facility [17, 18]. This is attributed to unknown phenomena or
simply technology limitations. For these reasons, scientists and engineers rely on
numerical modeling coupled with ground testing to design TPS structures for entry
vehicles. These simulations are relatively inexpensive, efficient, and have multi-fidelity
capabilities to meet various needs. Lower fidelity models have applications in design
and optimization – being fast and robust – while those of higher fidelity are utilized
in research applications studying complex flight scenarios [11]. These computational
methods have the potential to allow scientist to rely less on expensive and lengthy ex-
perimental campaigns, leading to greater efficiency in developing and improving these
technologies. In addition, they can be used to better inform ground facility design,
providing insight into unmeasured phenomenon, and expanding their capabilities.
In order to ensure these models are providing accurate results, it is necessary to
compare them to statistically viable flight data. As it stands, there is very limited
flight data available to be used for validation [19, 20, 21]. This, coupled with the
inability of ground tests to replicate actual flight, have left many of these models
lacking validation. Thus, there is a significant need to obtain and analyze such
data [22, 23, 24]. One current method of meeting this need is through the use of
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small reentry capsules [5, 25, 26, 27, 28]. These capsules are lightweight, easy to
manufacture, and relatively inexpensive. They are designed with the simple purpose
of collecting data for scientists to analyze. One such capsule is the Kentucky Reentry
Universal Payload System (KRUPS) vehicle developed at the University of Kentucky.
The KRUPS vehicle is an adaptable test-bed for reentry experiments with current
focus in TPS testing. The vehicle employs instrumentation embedded in the heat
shield in order to obtain temperature data at varying depths within the material. This
data is then transmitted to the ground for analysis. Thus far, KRUPS has undergone
three sub-orbital campaigns with the intent of demonstrating system capabilities of
the spacecraft and ejection mechanism in relevant environment [29, 30]. This work
focuses on the current stage of the project, the first orbital campaign, Kentucky Re-
Entry Probe Experiment (KREPE). KREPE will serve as the final demonstration
phase of the project proving the vehicle is ready for the final phase, obtaining a suite
of data through a mission comprised of a fleet of these vehicles. The technology














Figure 1.3: TRL timeline of KRUPS
Copyright c© James Tyler Nichols, 2020.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Deep Space 2
The New Millennium Program (NMP) was a series of NASA missions with the goals
of developing and validating new technologies for space applications as well as reduc-
ing development time and mission cost [31]. The second campaign of the program was
Deep Space Two (DS2), also know as the Mars Microprobe. DS2 had the primary
objective of enabling future network missions, which are those that require simul-
taneous measurements from various stations distributed around a planet or object,
with a secondary objective of obtaining scientific data [32]. This was to be accom-
plished through two miniature Mars surface penetrator probes designed to impact
the ground at high velocities, shattering the aeroshell and deploying instrumentation
that would come to rest in the subsurface for data collection and transmission back
to Earth. The main science objectives included collecting atmospheric data during
entry, characterizing soil hardness, determining the presence of ice, and estimating
soil thermal conductivity. This data was then to be relayed through a link formed
with the Mars Global Surveyor Orbiter.
The probes were a piggyback payload on the Mars Surveyor Lander cruise ring
launched in January of 1999 via a Delta II 7425 rocket [33]. As the cruise stage
approached the Martian atmosphere in December of 1999, the Mars Polar Lander
separated from the cruise stage, shortly followed by the capsules, which were then
powered on. They then stabilized via passive reorientation before peak heating, and
began collecting deceleration and atmospheric data. The probes were expected to
land approximately 10 km from one another, on the south polar layered terrain. Upon
impact, the aeroshell would shatter allowing the penetrator to seperate into two parts,
a narrow bullet-like forebody that plunged into the surface and an afterbody which
remains at the surface. The probes would then collect and transmit data until loss
of power.
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The aeroshell for DS2 was an enclosure designed to satisfy many mission critical
objectives while delivering the probes safely to the Martian surface. Because the
capsules were piggyback payloads, their size was limited by the available volume
on the cruise ring of the Polar Surveyor spacecraft. Therefore, there was no room
for active control methods to properly orient, stabilize, and decelerate the probes. In
addition, because the payload was secondary, the cruise ring did not accommodate for
control after lander separation. The Microprobe vehicles had mounting constraints
which prevented them from being aligned to their flight path. Thus, the capsules
were designed to passively reorient themselves despite unknown angular orientations
and spin rates. The mission also had design requirements for impact conditions in
order for the penetrators to operate properly, these included surface impact velocity,
penetration angle of attack, and penetration incidence angle [34]. Lastly, the aeroshell
protected the instruments from the aerodynamic heat loads experienced during the
entry process.
To meet these requirements the forebody employed a 45-degree half angle cone
with a rounded nose and shoulder. Spherically blunted cones have flight heritage on
two landers (Viking and Mars Pathfinder) and other probes (Pioneer and Galileo)
leading researchers to favor this geometry. Selecting the appropriate cone angle re-
quired a trade off between drag, stability, heating, and vehicle size. Sharper cones are
more stable while those with larger half-angles increase drag and decrease heating.
To achieve proper impact angles, it was necessary that the vehicles have a high level
of stability. But, to attain the appropriate impact velocities, the vehicle required
proper ballistic (B) and drag (CD) coefficients. The relationship between these two





where m is the vehicle mass, and A is the aerodynamic reference area of the blunted
cone. It was determined the appropriate drag coefficient was approximately one,
which is the value for a 45-degree cone, for this vehicle size. Blunting the nose and
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rounding the shoulders decreases the heat loads experienced at these locations, which
is especially important at the stagnation point. However, it also decreases vehicle
stability. Thus, a nose radius of 25% of the maximum diameter and a shoulder radius
of 10% of the nose radius was selected. These radii allowed for a decrease in heating
while preserving the high stability capabilities of the geometry. This geometry became
to be know as the 4525 blunt cone.
A hemispherical afterbody whose center is located at the center-of-gravity (CG)
of the vehicle was selected to ensure proper reorientation during entry. Previous
missions that utilized blunted cones were spin stabilized to ensure nose first entry as
they were both stable in either a forward or backward orientation. Due to the lack
of active control, this was not feasable for DS2. Therefore, a hemispherical afterbody
was selected as it is not stable in a backward orientation. Thus, if the vehicle were
to tumble, it would eventually reorient and stabilize nose first. Furthermore, this
afterbody shape decreases instabilities seen in transonic flight regimes, mitigating
risk for improper impact angles. The final geometry for DS2 can be seen in Figure
2.1.
Figure 2.1: Deep Space 2 geometry and mass properties (Image from ref. [3])
The lander and probes arrived at Mars on December 3, 1999. Unfortunately, no
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signals were received by the Mars Global Surveyor from the probes. After several days
attempting to establish connection the probes were considered lost. The reasons the
mission was unsuccessful are still unknown.
2.2 ReEntry Breakup Recorder
As the interest in space – as well as capabilities to explore space – continues to grow,
the amount of hardware present in orbit follows suit. At the end of their useful
life these objects decay from orbit and reenter the Earth’s atmosphere. During this
process, the hardware breaks apart due to aerodynamic heating and loads, unless
specifically designed not to do so [35]. However, it has been observed that some
material has been able to survive these severe conditions and make it to Earth’s
surface, thus posing a risk to the public. Figure 2.2 displays large surviving debris
from a Delta II second stage. For this reason the international community has estab-
lished guidelines that if the casualty expectation for orbital-decay reentry of hardware
exceeds 1 in 10,000, the hardware should be deorbited into a safe ocean area [36].
Hardware above this threshold must therefore have propellant and control ability so
they can de-orbit in acceptable areas. This, however, increases expense, decreases
payload space, and adds complexity – and thus risk – to the mission. Therefore, it is
desired to avoid controlled deorbit and design hardware such that surviving debris is
minimized.
In order to accomplish this, there has been significant efforts to obtain a better
understanding of reentry survival, as well as to model these processes and inform
designs. Several observational tests have been conducted, notably the Vehicle At-
mospheric Survivability Test (VAST) and Vehicle Atmospheric Survivability Project
(VASP), supplemented with analyses of recovered debris [37]. These campaigns re-
vealed there were significant discrepancies in the predictions between the breakup
models and what was actually observed. The models had been created from estab-
lished theory backed by experimental data primarily from ground testing campaigns,
therefore displaying a need for validation with in situ data from actual breakup
events. In 1997, the Aerospace Corporation established the Center for Orbital and
9
(a) Propellant Tank (b) Pressure Tank
Figure 2.2: Surviving debris from the second stage of Delta II launch vehicles (Image
from ref. [4])
Reentry Debris Studies (CORDS) to serve as a focal point for corporate research on
reentry breakup, collision avoidance, and debris mitigation [35]. In 2000, CORDS
conducted a feasibility study to determine if a system could be developed to collect
data on reentry and breakup phenomena, leading to the birth of the Reentry Breakup
Recorder (REBR) concept.
RBER is a small, autonomous device employing a variety of sensors to record
temperature, acceleration, rate of rotation, GPS, and other data during the breakup of
space hardware as it reenters the Earth’s atmosphere [38]. The vehicle was developed
by the Aerospace Corporation in partnership with NASA Ames Research Center. It
was designed to ascend on a host vehicle and remain dormant during the host vehicles
operational life. Once the host begins to deorbit and break apart REBR would then
initialize itself, collect data, exit from the debris field, emerge from its copper housing,
stabilize, and finally uplink data to the Iridium satellite network until loss of power.
The geometry of the vehicle was based on that of DS2, utilizing a 4525 blunt cone
forebody and a spherical afterbody [5]. The outer mold line of REBR is shown in
Figure 2.4. This configuration was chosen for its self-stabilizing capabilities in all
flow regimes, with the placement of the center of mass allowing for proper antenna
orientation for data transmission. It was determined the center of mass limits were a
maximum of 44% of the maximum diameter from the nose of the vehicle in the axial
10
Figure 2.3: REBR (Image courtesy of The Aerospace Corporation, from ref. [5])
direction and within 1% of the maximum diameter from the centerline.
Figure 2.4: REBR Geometry (Image courtesy of The Aerospace Corporation, from
ref. [5])
REBR’s subsystems included an outer housing, heat shield, chassis, power supply,
communications system, sensor suite, and electronics. An exploded view of the REBR
assembly is shown in Fig. 2.5. The outer housing is comprised of two copper pieces
bolted together and machined to the outer profile of the device with silicone foam
inserts between the structure and heat shield. It serves as a method of attachment
to the host vehicle, vibration damping, protection from debris during host vehicle
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breakup, as well as another form of protection against premature RF transmission by
forming a Faraday cage around the device.
Figure 2.5: Exploded view of REBR assembly (Image courtesy of The Aerospace
Corporation, from ref. [5])
The heat shield assembly included the TPS, which provided protection from aero-
dynamic heating, and the aeroshell, which served as structural support. It was de-
signed and produced by The Boeing Company following requirements set forth by the
Aerospace Corporation. These included providing load-bearing attachment points for
the chassis, following the required outer mold line geometry, as well as maintaining
radio transparency in the aft section. The TPS was comprised of BLA-20, a 20-pcf
density Boeing Lightweight Ablator, with UltraFlex Honeycomb Core everywhere ex-
cept the nose region which was made out of Dow Corning 93-104. The aeroshell aft
section was comprised of a quartz-based composite while the forward section was a
graphite-best composite. The chassis served as a mounting point for all the inter-
nal components and was attached to the forward aeroshell. It included an aft section
made of 6061-T6 aluminum, which housed the Iridium modem and antenna assembly,
and a forward section made of Delrin 150, which housed the power supply, electronics,
and all sensors.
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The electronics stack included two boards, a flight computer, a modem board,
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and a temperature sensor board. The flight
computer and modem board interfaced with the Iridium modem, received GPS data,
as well as carried temperature sensors, a clock, pressure sensors, and a battery voltage
monitor. The IMU and temperature sensor board interfaced with the accelerometers,
gyro sensors, and thermocouples. These boards also carried software for activation,
reentry detection, as well as data sampling, recording, and transmission. All electrical
components were powered via two 18 volt lithium primary batteries, each comprised
of twelve Energizer L91 Ultimate Lithium AA cells placed in series.
The Iridium satellite network was chosen as REBR’s communication architecture
due to its full-time global coverage, commercial availability, and no need for advanced
scheduling. Data transmission was achieved through an Iridium modem and ceramic
patch antenna obtained from NAL Research Corporation. During the entry phase,
data was collected from the sensor suite and the modem remained in a passive mode
until the vehicle began to approach terminal velocity. Once REBR stabilized, with
the antenna pointing skyward, it was able to establish connection and transmit data
to the ground. While not designed to survive splashdown, if the device was properly
oriented and structural integrity was maintained, transmission could continue until
loss of power.
To date, REBR has conducted four reentry flights on two different ISS resupply
host vehicles: the Japanese H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) and the European Auto-
mated Transfer Vehicle (ATV). Three of these missions resulted in the successful
collection of data: HTV2 on March 30, 2011, HTV3 on September 14, 2012, and
ATV3 on October 3, 2012. The second attempted REBR flight occurred on board
ATV-2 which deorbited on July 21, 2011. This was the only unsuccessful flight with
no data received. This was most likely due to damage to the device during breakup
of ATV-2 [39]. With these successful flights, the REBR concept became flight-tested,
opening up opportunities to extend the concept to other applications. One potential
secondary use envisioned for REBR was serving as an affordable, repeatable testbed
for TPS design and instrumentation as well as acquisition of flight data for model
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enhancement and validation [40].
2.3 RED-Data2
Following the success of REBR, Terminal Velocity Aerospace (TVA) began pursuing
the development of commercial reentry devices (REDs) that built upon REBR tech-
nology, starting with a smaller, more adaptable vehicle called RED-Data2. Its main
objectives were to improve communications for data transmission, allow for autonomy
for the entirety of a mission despite entry conditions, as well as reduce total mass
and size of the vehicle. Meeting these objectives, specifically the reduction of cost
and increase in utility, will allow for this class of devices to be commercially available
aiding in scientific advancement for a variety of reentry research. RED-Date2 also
had a set of scientific objectives which included obtaining thermal, accelerometer, and
gyro data for evaluation of TPS performance, providing ground-to-flight traceability
between ground tests and flight environments, as well as evaluation of host vehicle
breakup.
RED-Data2 followed a very similar concept of operations (ConOps) as REBR,
which can be seen in Figure 2.6. It is carried to orbit by a host vehicle where it is
powered off during host operations. Once the host vehicle begins to deorbit RED-
Data2 passively initializes itself and begins recording data as the host breaks apart.
During breakup the device is able to escape the debris and shed its protective housing
so that it can transmit data via Iridium to the ground as it falls. All data is to be
transmitted prior to impact as the device is not designed to be recoverable.
Because the main focus of RED-Data2 was to reduce size, mass, and cost an
inside-out design approach was taken to maximize packing efficiency. This meant the
largest internal components drove the overall size of the device and other components
were implemented around them. Thus, the design began with the Iridium modem
and batteries, followed by the flight computer, GPS, and chassis, and finally the
aeroshell. While the vehicle did utilize the 4525 blunt cone geometry it was not
the initial choice. A comparative study was conducted between four forebody types,
a 45-degree sphere cone, 12.5-degree sphere cone, sphere, and hemisphere. After
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Figure 2.6: RED-Data2 Concept of Operations (Image from ref. [6], with permission)
comparison of several factors, including mass, size, transmit time, peak heating, and
ballistic coefficient, it was determined that the 45-degree sphere cone significantly
outperformed the other concepts. Further, because the device is designed to provide
modularity this geometry was also superior in that as the payload grew, mass and size
growth was most limited in this configuration. In addition, enhancements to electrical
components and batteries also aided in mass and size reduction. Table 2.1 shows the
improvements to mission critical design considerations from REBR to RED-Data2.
Table 2.1: Comparison of design characteristics for REBR and RED-Data2 [8].
REBR RED-Data2 % Improvement
Mass(kg) 4.44 1.65 63%
Max Diameter (cm) 31 20 35%
Ballistic Coefficient (kg/m2) 55.4 49.4 11%
Transmit Time (s) 359.8 385.4 7%
Three RED-Data2 vehicles were carried to the ISS via a Cygnus resupply vehicle
in April of 2017 and reentered in June of the same year. However, no data was
collected from any of the devices. The exact reason for mission failure is unknown
but TVA identified the most likely causes. These include failure of the protective
housing to open, impact with debris during breakup damaging vehicle, and early
activation causing the batteries to deplete prior to desired transmission window.
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Chapter 3 Sub-orbital Campaigns
3.1 Introduction
As a technology maturation step, three sub-orbital missions have been conducted via
sounding rocket flights out of Wallops Flight Facility (WFF), KRUPS Deployment
and Communication System (KUDOS) and KRUPS Operational Reentry Experi-
ment for Validation and Extensive Testing (KOREVET) I and II. The primary goals
of these missions were to demonstrate capabilities of the spacecraft and ejection mech-
anism in relevant environment. Successful demonstrations of each sub-system would
allow for an increase in Technology Readiness Level (TRL) proving the ability to
complete a successful orbital campaign.
3.2 Overview
Each flight followed the same general mission profile. The capsule was loaded into
the ejection mechanism and integrated on the sounding rocket. The rocket was then
launched transporting the payloads to an altitude of approximately 150 to 180 km.
Upon reaching apogee, the skin of the rocket was shed, exposing all payloads to the
space environment. The ejection mechanism would then power on the capsule and
deploy it, via set timer events and an on-board power supply provided by the sound-
ing rocket. As the capsule descended, it would self-stabilize, orienting the heat shield
downwards and the radio hardware upward. Data collection and packaging would
begin immediately and transmission to the ground would occur via the Iridium satel-
lite network. However, due to instabilities in connection with Iridium satellites, data
transmission was not expected until a stable connection could be attained once the
capsule reached an altitude of 30 km. Data collection would cease upon splashdown,
but data transmission would continue until loss of power.
The heat flux experienced during these missions was not expected to reach the
magnitude of that for an orbital reentry. Thus, in order to help mitigate financial
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and logistical constraints the TPS for each vehicle was comprised of commercial
high-density cork. The cork was sufficient in shielding the vehicles from the minor
heating while also being lightweight, inexpensive, and easily obtainable. The TPS was
manufactured in two separate pieces, the heat shield and the backshell. Each of the
heat shields were 0.5 inches thick at minimum, with more material at the stagnation
point, where higher heat loads were expected. Each were also instrumented with
thermocouples installed via three thermo-plugs, one placed at the stagnation point
and two others separated 180◦ from one another on the side of the heat shield, as
pictured in Fig. 3.1. The termo-plug concept was based on the MSL Entry Descent
and Landing Instrumentation (MEDLI) Instrumented Sensor Plug (MISP) [41]. The
plugs were outfitted with K-type thermocouples such that one was located 0.1 inches
from the internal surface, at the tip of the plug. The remainder were spaced 0.1 inches
from one another, as pictured in Fig 3.2a. The plugs were installed through holes
that were created on the internal surface of the heat shield, having a profile such that
the tip of the plug was exactly 0.1 inches from the external surface. In order to aid in
numerical reconstruction and verification, each of the plugs were scanned using X-ray
computed tomography, as seen in Fig. 3.2b.
Figure 3.1: Cross section of sub-orbital heat shield
Once the plugs were installed the TPS was bonded, using RTV 577, to a housing
structure that was composed of mineral filled nylon. This material was selected due
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(a) Stagnation thermal plug (b) X-ray scans of the thermocouples
Figure 3.2: Thermal plug used at the stagnation point of the KOREVET capsule
to durability at elevated temperatures, low density, ease of manufacturing, and RF
transparency. The housing provided a mounting point for all other components as
well as served as a rigid frame for maintaining the capsule geometry. The housing was
also manufactured in two separate halves and assembled together through shoulder
bolts. The heat shield was bonded to outer surface of the lower structure while the
backshell was bonded to the outer surface of the upper half. The internal electronics
were mounted to an aluminum plate that was then mounted to internal bosses inside
of the bottom housing structure.
Each capsule had a custom flight computer that served as its control. It would
monitor for activation signals, read all sensor data, store as well as package that data.
These data packets would then be sent to an Iridium modem, from NAL Research
Corporation, for transmission. Transmission was accomplished through an antenna
mounted on a plate set above the other electrical components. Power was supplied
via internal Lithium-Ion batteries located below the electronics plate.
The KRUPS Rocket Ejection Mechanism (KREM) is an aluminum structure serv-
ing several purposes, including EMI shielding, physical protection, and capsule de-
ployment. Its primary objective was to protect the capsule and fragile heat shield
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from the intense vibration and g-loading during ascent, while also successfully deploy-
ing it upon reaching apogee. A nylon filler material that was machined to the outer
profile of the capsule provided the appropriate support within KREM to prevent the
capsule from moving and causing damage to the TPS. Vibration isolators served as
mounts between KREM and the payload shelf while also minimizing vibration loads.
KREM also served as an electrical interface with the sounding rocket to facilitate
capsule activation and deployment. This was accomplished through a sequence of
three different timer event (TE) signals. The first signal powered on two GoPro
cameras, one placed at the back of the ejection mechanism and one attached to
the door. These cameras obtained video footage which allowed for verification that
the capsule was properly deployed. TE-2 sent power to a solenoid attached to the
door of KREM as well as to the flight computer of the capsule, allowing it to turn
on. The door was attached with spring loaded hinges and held in place by a pull
solenoid. Thus, when the solenoid was activated, the pin would retract and the
door would open allowing the capsule to escape. The final TE sent power to a large
push solenoid placed at the back of KREM that, when activated, would provide
linear momentum allowing the capsule to escape. Several iterations of KREM were
developed for each mission to help mitigate risks discovered during testing or previous
flights. A comparison of the KUDOS and KOREVET ejection mechanisms are shown
in Fig. 3.3.
To better understand the conditions the capsules would experience during re-entry,
all missions were simulated utilizing the Kentucky Trajectory Modeling Program
(KTMP) [42]. Figure 3.4 shows estimates for the heat flux as well as trajectory for
the KUDOS and KOREVET capsules at various deployment altitudes. Simulations
for KUDOS and KOREVET II were conducted with an initial altitude of 150 km and
initial velocity of 315 m/s while KOREVET I had an initial altitude of 170 km and
initial velocity of 480 m/s. The estimate peak heat flux was 17.9 W/cm2 for KUDOS,
8 W/cm2 for KOREVET I, and 11.8 W/cm2 for KOREVET II.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the KREM design for the KUDOS (left) and KOREVET
(right) campaigns
(a) KUDOS (b) KOREVET
Figure 3.4: Trajectory and heat flux predictions for the obtained with the KTMP
trajectory code (Images taken from ref. [7], with permission)
3.3 KUDOS
KUDOS, pictured in Fig. 3.5, was launched on August 13, 2017 as a participant
payload with the RockSat-X program. RockSat-X is sponsored by the Colorado
Space Grant Consortium with the goal of providing access to space for university
developed payloads and experiments [43]. The KUDOS capsule was sub-scale, at 7.5
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Figure 3.5: KUDOS Payload prior to integration on sounding rocket
inches in diameter. This was due to size constraints and location of the assigned
payload space. Because the payload was not assigned the bottom payload shelf the
capsule had to be small enough to fit between the rocket longerons while still having
enough internal capacity to house all the necessary instrumentation.
Due to the small size of the KUDOS capsule recovery was not attainable and
therefore, mission success relied on transmission of data through the Iridium network.
Unfortunately, the only communication received from Iridium was two incomplete
transfer messages, shown in Figure 3.6. This means the capsule connected to Iridium
but transmission was interrupted before a full data packet could be sent. However,
these emails verified that the capsule was powered on and the communication system
was able to connect. In addition, the GoPro cameras captured the capsule being
ejected verifying the KREM door opened. The capsule was properly deployed, shown
in Figure 3.7 [44, 45]. The footage also revealed the capsule hit the inside of KREM
before deploying causing it to tumble, which coupled with the improper center of
gravity location, likely caused the interruption in data transmission.
Despite no data being obtained, KUDOS provided important insights which in-
formed future missions. The footage obtained verified that KREM was able to com-
plete its objectives in securing and deploying the capsule at apogee. The footage also
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(a) First email (b) Second email
Figure 3.6: Incomplete transfer emails received during KUDOS
Figure 3.7: Photo of capsule ejection during KUDOS
showed that the GoPro system is valuable for evaluation of subsystem performance.
The incomplete transfers verified that KREM successfully activated the capsule and
that communication could be established with the Iridium satellite network. Finally,
the tumbling observed revealed a need to improve deployment and conduct more
thorough CG analysis to ensure capsule stabilization. These results were used to




KOREVET I was the first attempt at launching a full scale KRUPS capsule, at 11
inches at its maximum diameter. The flight occurred on March 25, 2018 as part
of the NASA Undergraduate Student Instrument Project (USIP) Student Flight Re-
search Opportunity (SFRO) program. USIP was created with the intent of promoting
STEM education and careers with hands-on experience in flight projects. Similar to
RockSatX, several teams of undergraduate students designed, built, and provided
their own payloads to be launched on a sub-orbital flight platform, in this case a
sounding rocket.
The first KOREVET mission followed an almost identical concept of operations
as that of KUDOS, with the only differences being the rocket apogee and capsule
retrieval. There were fewer participant payloads for USIP resulting in the rocket
being lighter, and thus reaching an altitude of 170 km. Because the capsule was at full
scale, it could no longer be deployed through the longerons of the rocket. Therefore,
the KRUPS team was able to request the bottom payload shelf so that KREM could
be top mounted and deployment could occur out the aft of the payload section. In
order to accommodate the larger capsule, KREM had to be scaled up in size while
remaining in the specified constraints given by USIP. Therefore, an octagonal box
shape was used to minimize KREM’s footprint while ensuring enough space for the
craft to comfortably deploy. A new activation technique was also introduced, utilizing
a 3.5 mm headphone jack. This allowed for a solid connection to the capsule and
also eliminated risk of the capsule spinning during ascent. Nylon filler material was
again used to secure the capsule within KREM but a larger pieced was designed to
attach to the ejection solenoid. This piece reached almost halfway around the lip of
the capsule allowing for a more stable orientation during deployment to reduce the
risk of tumbling and increase the likelihood of stabilization.
The capsule was also designed to survive splashdown in order to both increase
transmission time and allow for recovery. Analysis was conducted to ensure the
components could withstand the impact force and prototype capsules were tested
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to ensure they were water resistant, meaning it would not be possible for water to
damage the electrical systems within. Because the capsule was larger, a GPS was able
to be incorporated for recovery purposes. The top of the capsule was also painted
fluorescent orange with RF transparent paint to increase its visibility.
Communication was not established with the capsule during the KOREVET I
flight and, therefore, data was not obtained. However, the on-board camera system
was again valuable in evaluating subsystem performance [46, 47]. Only seven seconds
of video footage was recovered. The footage verified that the capsule was carried
to apogee safely and the doors of the ejection mechanism were able to open without
causing the capsule to shift, validating the full-scale KREM design. This coupled with
the fact communication was never established led the KRUPS team to believe the
source of failure was in the KREM electrical system, possibly preventing the capsule
from properly activating and turning off the camera system prematurely. A snapshot
of the video footage obtained prior to ejection can be seen in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Photo captured prior to ejection on KOREVET I
3.5 KOREVET II
KOREVET II was launched on August 12, 2019 as a participant payload on a second
RockSat-X flight. This mission had a much greater focus on recovery of the capsule,
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implementing a Parachute Release Device (PRED). The ConOps, shown in Fig. 3.9,
of this flight followed that of the first KOREVET mission with adjustments prior to
splashdown. At this point the parachute would be deployed stabilizing the capsule,
allowing for longer transmission time as well as increasing the likelihood of splashdown
survival by decreasing impact.
Figure 3.9: Concept of Operations for KOREVET II
PRED consisted of a 48-inch annular parachute stored in a separate cylindrical
compartment located in the center of the hemispherical afterbody of the capsule.
Several recovery techniques were evaluated, including the use of a streamer versus a
parachute, but after careful consideration it was determined a parachute had both
the highest probability of recovery and lowest level of risk. An annular parachute
was specifically selected as it achieved a higher drag force and slower descent speed
with a smaller parachute size, while also having less mass and packing volume when
compared to other parachute shapes. Because center of mass is a critical design
consideration of the KRUPS capsule it was vital that PRED did not cause this to
fall outside the desired envelope. Using trajectory simulations, an iterative approach
was taken to determine the parachute size as well as the desired deployment altitude.
Considerations included decent speed, opening forces, and maximum drift of the
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capsule after parachute deployment. From this, an altitude of 2 km was determined
to be the ideal deployment time.
The parachute was attached to a shock chord which attached to two y-harnesses
that were then anchored to the capsule housing, at four equidistant locations (90◦
apart). All attachments were accomplished utilizing steel quick links. The link be-
tween the parachute and shock chord was also attached to the lid of the parachute
compartment. The harnesses, shock chord, quick links, and anchor points were all
sized to withstand the maximum opening forces. Several release schemes were also
evaluated, but a gravity assisted approach with spring loading was determined to be
the most ideal. This approach required the least amount of added mass and num-
ber of additional components, while also posing no risk of interfering with Iridium
communication. The lid was spring loaded and held in place by two micro linear ac-
tuators spaced 180◦ apart. Once an activation signal was given the actuators would
retract releasing the lid, and the combined spring force and drag force would then
pull the parachute out of the capsule. Activation was accomplished via a timer and
the internal clock of the flight computer. The time of activation was determined from
the trajectory analysis, with the count beginning once the capsule is activated. The
layout of PRED anchored within the KRUPS internal housing is depicted in Fig.
refPRED.
Figure 3.10: Layout of PRED with all components attached and anchored to the
internal housing.
The activation mechanism for this flight was also redesigned to use a micro-USB,
rather than a 3.5 mm headphone jack. This both mitigated electrical issues experi-
enced during KOREVET I while also providing the mechanical benefits desired from
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a sturdy connection. Preventing failure due to the capsule turning itself off due to a
short formed as it is pushed off the headphone jack. Further, it enabled communi-
cation with the capsule while within KREM, helping to facilitate testing more easily
and rapidly.
Unfortunately KOREVET II was also unsuccessful in obtaining data. Only one
GoPro, located on the door, was able to obtain footage during this flight. The footage
revealed that the doors opened prematurely and were warped during ascent. Further,
the footage showed an attempt for capsule deployment but due to the doors being
open, it had shifted off the activation pin. The damage to the doors prevented the
capsule from being able to exit KREM. Post flight analysis revealed that the g loads
experienced during launch were the likely cause of damage. This flight had the largest
mass of the three sub-orbital campaigns conducted to date. This, coupled with the
fact that KOREVET II was heaviest capsule the KRUPS team had attempted, lead
the team to believe that the loads caused the doors to bend during ascent. It is clear
for future campaigns that KREM must be reevaluated so that the capsule is safely
carried to apogee and activation can reliably occur to ensure mission success.
3.6 Conclusion
While no data was obtained during the sub-orbital campaigns they proved to be
valuable in informing and improving future missions. Each failure was analyzed
and the results were then used to alter and enhance system design. KUDOS and
KOREVET provided a clear understanding of which subsystems needed improvement
and further analysis in order to ensure mission success during the orbital campaigns.




The first orbital re-entry of KRUPS is scheduled for flight in July 2021. This mission,
dubbed Kentucky Re-Entry Probe Experiment (KREPE), has two main objectives.
The first being to demonstrate the capabilities of the KRUPS capsule to serve as an
adaptable, inexpensive testbed for re-entry experimentation, specifically heat shields.
The second is to gather scientific data during entry for the purpose of validating nu-
merical models created to replicate the flight environment and material response of
the TPS. These will be accomplished utilizing instrumentation and systems imple-
mented during the sub-orbital campaigns.
To mitigate risk of failure and increase the likelihood of a capsule surviving the
chaotic breakup of the host vehicle, three capsules will be flown during this mission.
They will be transported to the International Space Station (ISS) by a Northrop
Grumman Cygnus resupply vehicle. They will then be mounted within Cygnus,
among the waste material intended for destructive reentry. The breakup event will
trigger an activation sequence causing KREPE to initialize and begin data collection.
Because of the small size of the KREPE capsule coupled with the large uncertainty in
splashdown location in the Pacific Ocean, it is not designed for recovery. Therefore,
data will be packaged and transmitted to the ground for analysis.
4.2 Mission Requirements
KREPE will follow a mission profile based on the one used for the Reentry Breakup
Recorder (REBR). The three capsules will be transported to ISS via a Cygnus re-
supply vehicle in a soft stow cargo bag. Upon arrival at the station, the Cygnus
vehicle will be unloaded and simultaneously filled with waste materials. Shortly prior
to hatch closure, the vehicles will be mounted to three separate Cygnus standoffs.
The crew will then activate the capsules by pulling a pull tab connecting power to
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the flight computer, putting the capsules into a dormant state. In this state, sensors
are polled to check for conditions indicating breakup of Cygnus, which is expected at
an altitude of 65-75 km. Once these conditions are satisfied, KREPE fully initializes
data acquisition and powers the communications system to begin transmission. This
takes place as the vehicle escapes the protective enclosure, exposing the capsules to
the flow field. Once an altitude of approximately 30 km is reached, a stable connec-
tion is established with the Iridium satellite network, and data transmission occurs.
Data collection will cease upon splashdown and transmission will continue until loss
of power. The ConOps for the KREPE mission is depicted in Fig. 4.1
Figure 4.1: Concept of Operations for KREPE
Because Cygnus can remain on station for up to 90 days and will likely perform
secondary operations after unbirthing, it was determined that the capsules should be
placed as close to the hatch as possible. This allows them to be one of the final items
loaded into Cygnus and therefore the crew is able to activate them directly prior to
hatch closure, minimizing battery consumption. The KREPE batteries can sustain
up to three weeks of power in its dormant state while retaining enough capacity to
power the full mission after Cygnus breakup. Therefore, activating the capsules as
close to hatch closure as possible maximizes battery life and ensures that KREPE
does not experience loss of power prior to the completion of data transmission.
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In order to reduce the risks associated with activation or communication failure
as well as failure to successfully eject from the debris field after vehicle breakup, three
capsules will be flown and installed in different locations. All three are identical with
the exception of the heat shields and internal housing structure. Two of the capsules
have a Nylon internal housing and Shuttle heritage LI-2200 heat shield supplied by
NASA Ames Research Center. The third one will have a 3D printed aluminum
internal housing component with an experimental 3D printed heat shield, supplied
by NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC).
For the mission to succeed, the following design criteria must be met:
1. The capsules must survive the vibration loads experienced during ascent.
2. The capsules must not emit or experience radiation while on station.
3. The capsules must have sufficient battery capacity for both post unbirthing and
mission operations.
4. The capsules must survive and escape the debris field of the Cygnus breakup.
5. The capsules must escape their protective outer housing structures.
6. The capsules must fully activate as they escape the outer housing.
7. The capsules must self-stabilize, having a proper center of gravity placement.
8. The TPS must mitigate heat such that the internal structures and components
are not damaged.
9. The capsules must successfully connect to and transmit data through the Irid-
ium Satellite Network prior to splashdown.
4.3 Design
KREPE is a self-contained payload requiring no power, data, or thermal control ser-
vices from Cygnus or ISS. This was done to decrease both expense and complexity
of the mission, requiring minimal resources from payload providers. Many design
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factors utilized during the suborbital campaigns informed the design of the KREPE
payload. The payload is again comprised of two main subsystems, the capsule and
ejection mechanism. The capsule has the same geometry as those flown during the
KOREVET campaign (11 inches). The capsule is also comprised of the same subsys-
tems, with adaptations made to accommodate the new requirements. These include
the TPS, communications, internal housing, electronics, power, and embedded con-
trol. However, the ejection mechanism has been entirely redesigned in order to meet
the needs of the mission. Both the capsule and ejection mechanism are divided into
two sections to allow for ease of assembly and simplification of manufacturing. A
model of the capsule geometry and exploded view of capsule components is depicted
in Fig. 4.2
(a) KREPE Geometry (b) Exploded view
Figure 4.2: KREPE capsule models
Thermal Protection System
The TPS iss comprised of two components, the heatshield forebody and hemispher-
ical afterbody. Analysis revealed that the heat loads expected during this flight are
around 20 times greater than those expected for the KUDOS mission, and 30 times
greater than those expected for KOREVET II. Because of this, cork was no longer an
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acceptable material to utilize for the heatshields. The new material needed to be able
to withstand these loads with an appropriate margin of error, have the capability to
be machined to the proper geometry, and be able to be instrumented. Originally, it
was desired to utilize FiberForm or PICA as they can withstand these heat loads, are
off-the-shelf materials, have flight heritage, and are not subjected to ITAR restric-
tions. However, these materials are expensive to both purchase and machine, as they
are brittle and require proper ventilation to protect against the carbon fibers being
ingested. Instead JSC offered to provide the heatshields, including manufacturing
and instrumentation.
Two of the three heatshields were comprised of LI-2200 tile coated with Reaction
Cured Glass (RCG) provided by NASA Ames Research Center. This material was
selected due to its availability and cost. The remaining heatshield was fabricated at
NASA JSC with a newly developed 3D printed material. This material was selected
because of interest in testing it, presenting an opportunity to work with JSC to
provide data in exchange for the heatshield. Due to the printing capabilities for
this new material the inner profile of the 3D printed heatshield differs, following the
geometry of the outer profile.
The heatshields were sized based on the thickness used for the KOREVET mis-
sions then verified through CFD analysis. The shuttle tile heatshields had the same
thickness as those used for KOREVET, 1.875-inch at the stagnation point and a
minimum of 1-inch up to the shoulder. More material was used at the stagnation
point because it was expected to experience significantly higher heating than any
other location. The experimental heatshield, however, had a consistent thickness of
1-inch up to the shoulder due to the simplification of the geometry for printing. The
CFD analysis showed that, at these thicknesses, the bondline temperatures remained
unchanged, thus, these sizes were more than sufficient. While the amount of material
could have been reduced based on these results, it was decided to leave the designs
unchanged for a larger margin of error, as the purpose of the experiment is to validate
these results.
While cork was not acceptable for the forebody heatshields, analysis showed that
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the hemispherical afterbodies were not expected to experience any significant heat
loads. Thus, high-density cork, which is the same material used for the TPS in the
suborbital campaigns, was viable for this structure. The afterbodies were also sized
based on the thickness used for KOREVET, each being 0.25-inch thick throughout.
Again, because these structures were not expected to experience significant heat loads,
this size was determined to be sufficient.
Each heatshield was also instrumented with thermocouples for the purpose of
obtaining temperature measurements of the material. Due to the difficulty and sig-
nificant increase in cost, it was decided not to utilize the thermal plug design that
was employed in the suborbital missions. The two LI-2200 capsules have four surface
mount thermocouples installed located along a central plane of the capsule; one at
the stagnation point, one offset 1.5-inch from the stagnation point, and the remaining
two on the side of the 45◦ cone spaced 180◦ from one another. A cross section of the
LI-2200 heatshields displaying the thermocouple placement is pictured in Fig. 4.3.
A surface mount approach was used for simplicity and ease of manufacturing, while
also allowing for the collection of relevant data. The stagnation point is the primary
location of interest, as it is where the most significant heating is expected. The offset
thermocouple was implemented so that if the stagnation thermocouple were to fail
data can still be obtained from the nose region. This location was selected as it is the
furthest point from the stagnation line where the internal hole location remained on
the horizontal base of the internal surface of the heatshield, decreasing difficulty in
manufacturing and integration of the thermocouple. The final two were placed on the
cone to help in determining the angle of attack as the capsules enter the atmosphere.
Type-B thermocouples can withstand the highest temperatures of all thermocou-
ple types, up to 1700◦C, while also maintaining a high level of accuracy and stability
[48]. They are often used in extreme temperature applications and therefore, were
implemented at the stagnation point where the most significant heating is expected.
Type-R thermocouples are also capable of withstanding very high temperatures, up
to 1480◦C, while maintaining a high level of accuracy [48]. NASA Ames, who fabri-
cated and instrumented these heatshields, also had a supply of type-R thermocouples
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Figure 4.3: Cross section displaying TC locations for the LI-2200 heatshields
readily available, decreasing lead times for obtaining the TPS. Therefore, type-R
thermocouples were used in the remaining three locations.
The final capsule has three near surface type-R thermocouples and two mid-depth
type-K thermocouples. The near surface thermocouples were also placed along a
central plane of the capsule; one at the stagnation point and the remaining two
on the side of the 45◦ cone spaced 180◦ from one another, in the same locations
as those on the LI-2200 heatshield. The two mid-depth thermocouples were placed
along a plane that is offset 0.5-inch from the central plane established for the near
surface locations; one offset from the stagnation point and the other offset from
one of the cone locations. A top view of the 3D printed heatshields displaying the
thermocouple placement is pictured in Fig. 4.4. Each of these thermocouples were
installed into a hole that was drilled from the internal surface to the desired depth. A
ceramic tube was inserted into each hole to insulate the thermocouples and minimize
inaccuracies in temperature readings due to air pockets created from drilling the hole.
The thermocouples are then installed into each of the tubes.
Type-R thermocouples are again able to withstand high temperatures and were
readily available from NASA Ames, making them ideal for the near surface locations.
Type-K thermocouples are also able to measure high temperatures, up to 1260◦, with
a high level of accuracy and reliability [48]. They are also the most widely used type
of thermocouple and are inexpensive compared to other types. Because the mid-
depth thermocouples are expected to see minimal heating, type-K was determined
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Figure 4.4: Top view of 3D printed heatshield displaying near surface (yellow) and
mid-depth (red) TC locations
to be the most ideal option for these locations. Each capsule also had three type-K
thermocouples placed at the bondline; one at the stagnation line and the other two
at the internal surface where the two thermocouples were installed on the side of the
cone. This was done to verify the CFD results, where the bondline temperatures
remained unchanged.
Internal Housing
A rigid internal housing provided structural support and served as a mounting point
for all capsule components. The housing was a two-piece assembly with a forebody
and afterbody joined together by four shoulder bolts, allowing access to the internal
components for integration and testing purposes. This structure was entirely com-
prised of DuraForm HST composite for each capsule with the exception of the lower
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half of the 3D printed capsule, which was aluminum. The DuraForm HST material
was selected due to its high-temperature resistance and RF transparency. This en-
sures that the structure would not fail due to the aerothermal heating and allows for
data transmission through the material. Aluminum was utilized in the 3D printed
capsule primarily to serve as a base structure during printing. Aluminum is capable
of withstanding the heat and loads incurred during printing without sustaining dam-
age. Further, aluminum is able to be manufactured via Direct Metal Laser Sintering
(DMLS), a 3D printing technology that is capable of creating metal components,
allowing the complex geometry of this structure to be created more easily.
Each of the housing structures have three mounting planes; one at the interface
of the two halves, one to mount the electronics stack, and the final where the battery
is mounted at the base. The first two mounting planes utilize four cylindrical bosses,
spaced 90◦ apart, and brass inserts for the composite housing or helical heli-coils for
the aluminum housing. Theses bosses were sized based on the minimum material
requirements needed to properly install the brass inserts, ensuring the inserts were
secure while also minimizing material. These same sizes were used in the aluminum
housing for consistency as the helical heli-coil have lower minimum material require-
ments. The interface location was selected as it is the same plane where the forebody
and afterbody TPS interface, minimizing the need for tolerances. This interface also
implemented a lip and locating groove to allow for ease of assembly and reduce shear
experienced by the bolts. To meet center of gravity requirements it was desired to
mount all components as close to the base as possible. To accomplish this the foot-
print of the electronics stack was minimized, minimizing the area of the mounting
plate, and allowing the mounting plane to be lowered. The spacing between the bosses
for the electronics plate was then determined from this placement. Both structures
also included holes in the bottom halves for the thermocouples to connect to the
flight computer, where the centerline of each hole aligned with the centerline of the
corresponding hole in the heatshields. A comparison of the housing structure models
is pictured in Fig. 4.5.
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(a) LI-2200 (b) 3D Printed
Figure 4.5: Comparison of KREPE internal housing models with TPS
Electronics
A new design for the custom flight computer was developed by adapting those used
during previous missions. The new additions improved the circuitry and assisted
in meeting new requirements. The purpose of this board includes interfacing and
collecting data from all sensors, packaging and storing that data, interfacing with the
communications system, interfacing with the batteries, and carrying out the control
logic for the mission. This was accomplished via a Teensy 3.5 Arduino-compatible
microcontroller. The board can interface with up to eight thermocouples and can
house a high-g accelerometer, a low-g accelerometer, and a gyroscope. A RFM69 radio
was also included for debug communication while testing, permitting the alteration
of code and evaluation of performance without having to open the capsule, saving
time and effort. This radio is only used for testing purposes and, once delivered for
final integration, is no longer be able to receive power. This is accomplished via a
limit switch, which when engaged by a pull tab provides power to radio. The flight
computer was mounted to an aluminum plate which in turn is mounted to the lower
section of the internal housing structure. This plate serves as both structural support
as well as a ground plane for the flight computer.
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Communication
KREPE will utilize Iridium as its sole form of data communication to the ground.
Iridium was selected due to its global network coverage and has been the standard
service utilized on past missions. This system consists of an Iridium modem that
packages and transmits the data, via an internal antenna, to the Iridium satellite
network. The communications components were mounted to a separate, larger alu-
minum plate that was also mounted to the lower internal housing structure but placed
above the plate holding the flight computer. The larger plate is needed to satisfy the
grounding requirements of the antenna, needing a ground plane extending 2-inch from
each edge of the antenna for peak performance. It was also placed above all other
components to ensure the antenna is unobstructed for transmission.
Power
Electrical power for each capsule was supplied via two Sanyo Panasonic 18650BL Li-
Ion rechargeable cells tabbed in parallel. The batteries provide power to the KREPE
embedded control, custom instrument board, communications system, and capsule
instrumentation. These cells were selected due to their capacity, their size, and
having already been certified for use on ISS. Each cell has a nominal voltage of 3.6
volts, which falls within the required range of all powered systems, and is rated for
a capacity of 3.2 Amp-hours. Connecting two of these cells in parallel allowed for
the capacity to be doubled, providing 6.4 Amp-hours total. At this capacity the
capsules could remain in their dormant state up to three weeks before re-entry and
still have the necessary power to conduct the mission. The footprint of two cells
placed side by side also fit comfortably at the base of the capsules, allowing room
for mounting and not interfering with the electronics plate located directly above.
Battery charging capabilities were included to help facilitate testing, allowing for
charging between tests without having to open the capsules. Protection circuitry was
also implemented upstream of the primary activation switch via a voltage and current
protection integrated circuit.
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The batteries had the most mass of all components contained within the KREPE
capsule. Because center of gravity is a critical design consideration for mission success,
the batteries were mounted at the base of each of the internal housing structures to
assist in making it as low as possible. However, due to the difference in geometries,
a different mounting scheme was developed for each capsule type. For the LI-2200
capsules the base of the housing was flat, allowing for the design to be altered to
include the base of a mounting structure that followed the outer profile of the battery
cells. Brass inserts were installed into this mounting base so that an upper mounting
component could be bolted in place, fully securing the batteries. The 3D printed
capsule, however, had a rounded base. Thus, a mounting plate had to be created to
secure the batteries. For consistency, this plate was placed such that the batteries
were mounted along the same plane as those in the LI-2200 capsules. To achieve this,
four cylindrical bosses spaced 90◦ apart were again used with helical heli-coil inserts.
This plate also included the base of a mounting structure that followed the outer
profile of the battery cells, with holes to bolt the same upper mounting component.
To further ensure proper center of gravity placement both the mounting plate in the
3D printed capsule and the upper mounting piece used in all the capsules also served
as ballast. They were comprised of Inconel due to its high density and ability to be
used in additive manufacturing, allowing for the creation of the complex geometries.
(a) LI-2200 (b) 3D Printed
Figure 4.6: Comparison of KREPE models
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Ejection Mechanism
The previous, suborbital campaigns relied on the KREM to carry, protect, and deploy
the capsules prior to reentry. Due to the changes in mission profile and requirements,
KREM did not meet the needs of KREPE. Therefore, a new ejection mechanism
was designed. This new mechanism needed to protect the capsules prior to reentry,
shield station as well as the capsules from any potential radiation, and deploy the
capsules after safely exiting the Cygnus debris field. It was originally intended to
closely follow the method used for REBR. This included an outer copper housing
having the same profile as the capsule geometry that was split into two halves along
a horizontal plane, similar to that of the capsule halves. The two halves were joined
at the interface, having sixteen bolts installed around the outer perimeter. Each bolt
was secured with a nut and surrounded by an oversized Delrin flange. This was done
so that when the assembly is exposed to the high temperatures experienced during
host vehicle breakup, the flange will melt, allowing each bolt to pull through the
hole, leading to separation of the copper halves and exposing the capsule. Copper
was selected due to its high thermal conductivity, allowing the shell to heat more
quickly, and has a much higher melting temperature than that of Delrin, ensuring
the halves separate without melting onto the capsules [5]. The lower half also had a
skirt used to attach the assembly to the host vehicle. An exploded view of the REBR
assembly can be seen in Fig. 2.5.
After further evaluation, several concerns arose around the REBR ejection method-
ology. The primary being the likelihood that the capsules were able to escape these
enclosures. This was due to the fact that all three RED-Data2 vehicles, which also
used the Delrin flange concept, failed to return data. It was speculated that one
of the most likely causes for this was that the ejection mechanisms failed to open
and allow the capsules to escape. It was also speculated that another likely cause of
failure was impact with debris from the host vehicle during breakup, damaging the
capsules. To mitigate these risks two new approaches were developed for the ejection
methodology of KREPE. These approaches retained the higher-level concept of that
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used for REBR, having a metal enclosure split into two halves, with the primary
differences being in how the halves were interfaced.
The main difference between these two new approaches was the interface plane,
one being horizontal like REBR and the other being vertical, as can be seen in
Fig. 4.7. It was ultimately decided that there were slight advantages to the vertical
configuration. The first centered around concerns that the capsule may not be able
to escape the lower portion of the horizontal configuration. Because this mechanism
has the same geometry of the capsules, it has the potential to self-stabilize prior to
ejection. If this were to happen the lip around the outer perimeter of the horizontal
configuration would cause it to travel more slowly than the capsule, meaning the
capsule would remain in place within this structure. The upper portion would escape
allowing for data transmission, but the lower portion would melt to the heat shield,
causing damage to the capsule and invalidating the data. The vertical configuration
mitigates this as, if the assembly stabilizes prior to deployment, the aerodynamic loads
from the flow will remove the shell and allow the capsule to escape. In addition, the
tabs where the halves are bolted together for the vertical configuration are smaller
and sharper than the lip around the perimeter of the horizontal configuration. These
tabs will therefore heat up more rapidly, in turn causing the bolts to heat more
rapidly, producing a more rapid ejection, and increasing the likelihood of the capsules
escaping. Finally, the vertical configuration was less expensive with shorter lead times
due to the complexity of the horizontal configuration and size of its lower portion.
To facilitate rapid heating of the bolts and provide adequate protection to the frag-
ile heatshields, metal was used to create the outer housing. Aluminum was selected
as the material instead of copper, used for REBR, because of cost and manufactur-
ing capabilities. While copper is more efficient at distributing heat, due to its high
thermal conductivity, it is very expensive and difficult to machine. Aluminum also
has a high thermal conductivity, is much less dense, and can easily be machined at
a much lower cost, making it the most ideal material. Other metals do not have
as high of a thermal conductivity as copper or aluminum and are typically either
more dense or expensive. A skirt or mounting structure was also not included in
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(a) Vertical Configuration (b) Horizontal Configuration
Figure 4.7: Comparison of ejection mechanism concepts.
the design for KREPE as was used in both REBR and RED-Data2. As mentioned
before, having the geometry match that of the capsules allows for the full assembly
to self-stabilize prior to capsule deployment. This will allow the assembly to exit
the Cygnus debris field more rapidly, mitigating risk of potential collisions, as well as
allowing the capsules to enter the flow in an already stable orientation. This improves
the likelihood of rapid connection to the Iridium Satellite Network and therefore data
transmission. The mounting structure was also unnecessary, as the assembly will not
be hard mounted but rather strapped to the Cygnus standoffs, using cargo straps or
tape. Doing this again increases the likelihood of the assembly escaping the debris
field and the capsules deploying properly.
Bolts are still used to secure the halves together, but, instead of sixteen, there
are only two. This was done to mitigate the risk of the capsule not escaping due to
a few bolts remaining in place. Further, instead of steel, these bolts are comprised
of Polycarbonate (PC). Thus, relying on the bolt itself to melt rather than a Delrin
flange, decreasing potential risk of the bolts not clearing the holes in the structure and
preventing the halves from separating. It was critical that the bolts were able to prop-
erly secure the two halves, surviving ascent, station operations, and Cygnus breakup,
while also having a low melting temperature for rapid capsule deployment. PC was
selected after a careful trade study of several commercially available plastic fasteners.
Other materials, including Delrin and nylon, were also considered, with a comparison
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of properties, such as melting point, tensile strength, and combustibleness. However,
it was determined that PC was the best candidate due to it being overall stronger
with a lower melting point. Two low force compression springs, less than 10 lbf in
total, were placed between the interface next to the bolts to help facilitate capsule
deployment. These springs were designed to force the ejection mechanism apart as
the PC bolts melted while also not placing significant loads on the bolts.
To meet safety requirements set forth by NASA for visiting payloads on station,
the ejection mechanism also serves as a Faraday cage. These requirements both pro-
tect station from inadvertent radiation, due to premature activation of the communi-
cation system, as well as protect KREPE from any potential radiation from station.
To fully comply, the ejection mechanism had to completely contain any signals com-
ing from the capsules, which produced concerns with potential gaps at the interface.
To mitigate this risk 0.1-inch mating grooves were implemented around the edge of
the internal surface of one half of the ejection mechanism with a corresponding lip on
the internal surface of the other half, pictured below in Fig. 4.8. This new mating
interface also assisted in properly aligning the two halves for assembly. For an extra
measure of precaution, fingerstock gaskets were installed along the internal surface of
the lip. These gaskets are low profile and extend beyond the lip to provide continuous
contact between the two halves, even if a gap greater than the lip height were to form.
Thus, shielding the capsules even with relatively large gaps at the interface.
To prevent the capsule from impacting the internal surface of the release mecha-
nism, damaging the heatshields, vibration isolation material was bonded to this sur-
face. The material selected was a flame-retardant silicone foam. This foam provided
significant damping of vibrational loads as well as has a very high useful temperature
range, up to 400◦F, greater than that of the PC bolts. This indicated that the foam
would not melt to the heatshields prior to deployment. These foam strips also had
adhesive backings allowing them to easily be installed to the internal surface of the
ejection mechanism. The ejection mechanism was also designed in accordance with
NASA human factors standards, having no sharp edges, easily identified grabbing
points, and minimal risk of injury due to failure. The final configuration can be seen
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Figure 4.8: Top view of the ejection mechanism with cross-section view of mating
interface.
in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Exploded view of KREPE ejection mechanism components with capsule
Due to safety constraints imposed by NASA, it was critical that the Iridium radio
be inhibited while on station. To both satisfy this requirement and preserve power,
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an activation sequence was developed that initializes the capsules after launch. Prior
to launch, the flight computer is inhibited by a pull tab inserted through the top of
the capsules, engaging a limit switch. The tab is removed by the crew prior to hatch
closure disengaging the switch and allowing power to the flight computer (but not the
communications system). This step is referred to as primary activation. The capsule
then enters a dormant state where minimal power is consumed. During this phase the
sensors are polled to check for conditions necessary for secondary activation, which
fully initializes the capsules. Thermocouples and capacitive sensing are used to check
for an increase in temperature as well as separation of the ejection mechanism, indi-
cating reentry. Once these conditions are satisfied, the Iridium radio is powered on,
all sensors are read, and transmission begins. The inhibits and intended operations
of the KREPE electrical system are outlined in the functional block diagram (FBD)






























The center of mass is a critical design parameter as it must fall within a specified
envelope to ensure the capsule is able to attain self-stability and properly orient
both the heatshield downward and the Iridium antenna skyward. This envelope is
within 44% of the maximum diameter from the stagnation point and within 1% of
the maximum diameter from the centerline of the capsule. The KREPE capsule is 11
inches at its maximum diameter; therefore this envelope is within 4.84 inches from
the stagnation point and within 0.11 inches of the capsule centerline.
Because center of mass is so important and because it was theorized that previous
KRUPS capsules had improper center of mass locations, an in depth analysis was
conducted to obtain estimates of its location. This was done utilizing PTC Creo CAD
software, which was also used to design many of the custom capsule components. All
of the capsule components were assigned their respective densities and assembled into
one model. Creo’s mass analysis tool was then used to determine the center of mass
location with respect to the stagnation point. The tool provides both the coordinates
and a visualization of the location, which can be seen in Fig. 4.11. The center of
mass coordinates in relation to the stagnation point are shown in Table 4.1 and as
can be seen, all estimates fall well within the desired envelope.
Table 4.1: Center of Mass locations for both capsule types compared to the maximum
limit in relation to the stagnation point
Capsule X (in) Y (in) Z (in) Distance from Centerline (in)
LI-2200 1.07x10-2 2.75x10-2 3.96 2.95x10-2
3D Printed 3.91x10-3 1.40x10-2 3.70 1.44x10-2
Maximum 0.11 0.11 4.84 0.11
Bolt Factor of Safety
Because the ejection mechanism also served as a Faraday cage, satisfying NASA
radiation safety requirements, it was deemed a safety critical structure. This implied
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(a) LI-2200 (b) 3D Printed
Figure 4.11: Estimates of KREPE Center of Mass locations
that this mechanism had to be validated to have positive margins of safety when
exposed to the acceleration loading of ascent. This approach included testing the full
assembly at the maximum vibration profile expected, ensuring that the bolts would
remain in place and would not fail structurally. To assist with this validation, it was
requested that analysis be conducted to determine a factor of safety (FOS) on the
PC bolts holding the halves of the ejection mechanism together.
The launch loads for soft stow payloads were provided in the Pressurized Payloads
Interface Requirements Document (SSP 57000 Revision S), shown in Tabel 4.2. Using
the weight of both capsule configurations (LI-2200 and 3D printed) the maximum
forces due to launch accelerations were determined. Each FOS was then calculated
for the maximum forces in both shear and tension, using the X axis in tension and
the X-Y plane for shear. This was done first assuming both bolts being properly
installed, then under the assumption that one bolt failed and only one remained to
hold the assembly together. For the shear analysis it was also assumed that the lip
around the structure did not exist to help alleviate some of this stress. The results
are tabulated in Table 4.3.
Table 4.2: Launch loading factors for soft stowed payloads, outlined in the Pressurized
Payloads Interface Requirements Document (SSP 57000 Revision S)
Axis X Y Z
Launch Load (g) ±7.0 ±4.0 ±4.0
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Table 4.3: Factors of safety for the PC bolts under maximum launch acceleration
loads
Capsule LI-2200 3D Printed
Number of Bolts 1 2 1 2
Tensile Factor of Safety 2.79 5.59 2.32 4.64
Shear Factor of Safety 1.40 2.80 1.16 2.33
4.5 Manufacturing
The payload was designed such that as many components as possible could be easily
obtained “off the shelf”. This was done to reduce cost and lead times, as well as allow
for versatility. While all designs were developed at the university, several of the cus-
tom mechanical subsystems had to be outsourced for manufacturing. These included
the heat shields, the internal housings, and the protective ejection mechanism. This
was due to both cost constraints and the limited manufacturing capabilities on cam-
pus. Integration of all subsystems, however, occurred at the University of Kentucky
for testing and verification prior to hardware turnover.
Thermal Protection System
The heat shields presented the most complexity and cost in manufacturing. This
was due to restricted access to materials, because of ITAR classifications, as well
as complexity of the geometry. The two LI-2200 tile heat shields were milled and
supplied by NASA Ames Research Center. Ames also instrumented the heatshields
with the thermocouples prior to shipment. The machinists at Ames have many years
of experience working with the material along with the appropriate equipment and
permissions to do so. Thus, coordinating with AMES for these heatshields ensured
they were high quality while significantly reducing lead time and cost. The 3D printed
heat shield was fabricated, supplied, and instrumented by NASA JSC. This material is
experimental and was developed by JSC, therefore, it is impossible to obtain anywhere
else. JSC also provided the forebody internal housing component for this capsule.
This structure was created by Volunteer Aerospace utilizing additive manufacturing,
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which is capable of producing the complex geometries of the structure with relative
ease while maintaining a high level of accuracy. JSC provided this structure as it
was necessary to provide support during the 3D printing of the heatshield. JSC also
bonded the heatshield to the aluminum housing utilizing a thermally cured resin.
The remainder of the heatshields and afterbody TPS were bonded to their respective
Nylon internal housing components utilizing RTV 560. The nylon internal housing
and battery mount structures were produced by Protolabs. These structures were
fabricated utilizing additive manufacturing as they also have complex geometries
difficult for subtractive techniques to accurately form.
The high-density cork, which was used to created the afterbody TPS, is obtained
as a large block. This block was machined, via CNC milling, in-house at the University
of Kentucky in the same manner that was used for the suborbital TPS structures. The
internal profile is first milled into the base of the block with extra material left around
the edges to secure the cork to a support fixture. Cork is a very brittle material
and can easily be deformed if the machining process is not carefully approached.
Therefore, these supports were constructed such that the shape of the TPS does not
deform due to the forces exerted by the mill on the material. These supports consist
of medium-density fibreboard (MDF), milled to match the negative of the internal
surface of the afterbody TPS. The cork is then secured to the support structure,
matching the internal surface to its negative on the support, and the outer profile
is completed. An example support structure used for the KOREVET heatshields is
shown in Fig. 4.12.
Electronics
All of the electrical components are easily obtainable from common hardware dis-
tributers. A custom printed circuit board (PCB) was designed at the University
and fabricated by an outside manufacturer. The PCB was then populated in-house
by electrical engineering students. Both the Iridium modem and antenna are also
off-the-shelf components obtained from NAL Research Corporation. The Modem
is a Model A3LA-RSP modem and the antenna is a SYN7391-C L-band antenna.
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Figure 4.12: KOREVET heatshield machining support structure
The battery cells are certified for flight and provided by the NASA Cargo Mission
Contract (CMC) as Program Furnished Equipment (PFE). Prior to shipment the
batteries were tabbed in parallel by JSC ESTA to provide connections for wiring.
Ejection Mechanism
The KREM metal halves were outsourced for production by Xometry due to there
being no capability to produce such large, complex components at the university. It
was intended that these parts also be produced via additive manufacturing; however,
no printer was large enough to produce these pieces with the desired tolerances.
Therefore, they were CNC milled by Xometry.
4.6 Testing
Several tests are conducted prior to hardware turnover to ensure all subsystems will
function as designed during the experiment. These tests include vibration testing,
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) or electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testing,
deployment tests, center of mass verification, and mission simulation. The vibration
and EMI test campaigns will be conducted at Marshal Space Flight Center (MSFC).
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The remainder of testing will be conducted at the university. All testing has yet to
be conducted at the time of publication of this work.
Vibration Testing
Vibration testing objectives include satisfying interface requirements set forth by
NASA as well as demonstrating functionality and survivability for purposes of mis-
sion success. A random vibration spectrum is outlined in the Pressurized Payloads
Interface Requirements Document (SSP 57000 Revision S) to include an envelope con-
taining the minimum and maximum expected levels for soft stowed payloads. Testing
to this spectrum verifies KREPE’s structural integrity and eliminate risk of damage
to other payloads or the host vehicle due to failure during ascent. In addition, the
Crewed Space Vehicle Battery Safety Requirements document (JSC 20793 Rev D)
identifies a battery acceptance random vibration spectrum which must be met for
battery powered payloads on crewed space vehicles. Testing to this spectrum allows
for detection of material and workmanship flaws prior to flight by subjecting the
payload, specifically battery, to a dynamic vibration environment and identification
of any potential internal short hazards. These two spectra have differing acceleration
spectral densities (ASD) across the same frequency range. Therefore, it was deter-
mined to combine the spectra and utilize the maximum ASD across the frequencies.
Both documents indicate a test duration of one minute in each of the three orthogonal
axes. Figure 4.13 shows the individual spectra as well as the combine maximums.
EMI/EMC Testing
While on station, visiting payloads must adhere to an important safety requirement
related to inadvertent radiation. Payloads can only utilize approved RF transmission
bands and must contain any potentially hazardous electromagnetic radiation. This is
to both protect the crew as well as prevent any interference with station operations.
To comply with this, KREPE has inhibits that prevent any radiation from leaking,
these are a Faraday cage and a two-fault tolerant activation scheme. To characterize
their functionality, the payload is subjected to EMI/EMC testing. This campaign
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Figure 4.13: Vibration Test Spectra
includes non-intentional emission testing in which KREPE is placed inside the ejection
mechanism with the pull tab first in place and then removed. This test verifies the
activation inhibits keeps the Iridium transmitter from receiving power on station, and
ensures that any non-intentional radiation poses no risk to crew or station. The final
test is shield effectiveness, verifying that the ejection mechanism reduces transmission
levels below the hazard limits, if there is an accidental activation of the Iridium
transmitter. Due to the limited space within the ejection mechanism, there was
concern that reflective power could cause damage to the Iridium modem. Therefore,
for this test, the capsule is removed and a similar transmitter that replicates the
Iridium specifications is used instead. For this test, only the frequency band of
Iridium - 1616-1625.5 MHz - is evaluated.
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Deployment Testing
The objectives of the deployment test are to validate the functionality of the ejection
mechanism as well as characterize the temperature at which the PC bolts fail. The
test mechanism is outfitted with thermocouples at both bolt locations, between the
interface of the two halves. The assembly is then placed in a chamber furnace in
order to simulate the rapid heating expected during Cygnus breakup and reentry.
Video footage and temperature measurements are taken, and the resulting data is
analyzed to determine the approximate temperature at which the bolts fail. Further,
the footage allows for observational analysis on the mechanism separating with the
springs alone.
Center of Mass Verification
Center of mass verification ensures proper placement within the required envelope,
shown in Table 4.1. This is accomplished with a custom designed test stand and
capsule enclosure. The enclosure has multiple attachment points such that it is
able to hang from the stand in multiple orientations. Hanging the capsule in two
orientations for each orthogonal plane allows for two vertical lines to be drawn, where
the intersection is the center of mass location for that plane. This is done for both
the combine capsule and enclosure assembly as well as the enclosure alone. Using the
determined coordinates and known masses, the center of mass of the capsule can be
obtained with relatively high accuracy. An example evaluation for one plane using
the test stand and enclosure models is depicted in Fig. 4.14.
Mission Simulation
Mission simulation testing verifies that all subsystems function properly on the ground,
prior to hardware turnover. The activation scheme is tested first, verifying the flight
computers are brought to a dormant state, with the radios powered off, when the pull
tab is removed. The ejection mechanism is then removed, and heating of the cap-
sule is simulated to verify the capsules fully initialize, and data transmission occurs.
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(a) First Orientation (b) Second Orientation
(c) Center of Mass Location Indicated
Figure 4.14: KREPE Center of Mass Test Stand and Enclosure Model.
Following activation testing, all capsule sensors are characterized and calibrated, en-
suring they are obtaining accurate measurements. Finally, communications testing is
conducted outdoors with the capsule out of the ejection mechanisms to quantify sig-
nal strength and verify the afterbodies of the capsules are free of any defects limiting
RF transparency. Both these test campaigns are conducted on all three payloads.
Copyright c© James Tyler Nichols, 2020.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
To date, three sub-orbital flights of the KRUPS capsule have been conducted through
the KUDOS and KOREVET campaigns. Each flight had the goal of demonstrating
the technology capabilities of the capsule and ejection mechanism in relevant envi-
ronments. While many obstacles were encountered, the TRL of the KRUPS vehicle
was improved to TRL 5, where it remains today. The failures from these missions
were also critical in understanding requirements and informing designs for the fu-
ture. KUDOS and KOREVET provided a clear understanding of the changes and
improvements required for success of the KREPE mission, the first orbital flight of
the KRUPS capsule.
KUDOS, the first of the sub-orbital missions, was launched in August 2017. This
capsule, while sub-scale (7.5-inch diameter), contained all the primary sub-systems
utilized in all future flights and followed the same general concept of operations used
for the sub-orbital missions. This flight resulted in two incomplete data transfer
messages, with no actual data received. However, these incomplete transfers con-
firmed the capsule did power on and connection to Iridium was established. Further,
video footage from on-board cameras allowed for validation of the ejection method
used. These insights were valuable in the design of the full-scale capsule and ejection
mechanism for the KOREVET campaign.
KOREVET consisted of two flights, the first in March 2018 and the second in Au-
gust 2019. These capsules were full-scale (11-inch diameter) with an updated ejection
mechanism. Both flights were again unable to obtain data, with no connection to Irid-
ium established. However, the on board cameras again provided valuable insights for
improvement. The footage revealed the need for adjustments to the ejection scheme,
specifically creating a more reliable activation sequence, and evaluation of the mech-
anism securing the capsule within KREM. Lessons learned from KOREVET played
a critical role in the design of KREPE, especially in the development of KREPE’s
activation sequence. These lessons were also used to improve designs for any future
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sub-orbital flights.
The KREPE mission will be the final demonstration flight of the KRUPS cap-
sule. KREPE will verify that KRUPS is capable of achieving its main objective,
providing flight validation data. The KREPE flight has a focus in obtaining thermal
data related to the heatshield. This data will be a step towards validating numerical
models created for heatshield optimization and design. Validating such models will
allow scientists and engineers to rely less on expensive ground testing and flight cam-
paigns, decreasing time and expense required for developing entry vehicles. Following
KREPE’s success, KRUPS will be ready for its final phase, obtaining a suite of sta-
tistically viable data through missions comprised of fleets of these vehicles. Such data
suites will allow for full validation of these numerical models a relatively low cost.
KREPE will build a foundation for future research in reentry environments. While
the KREPE objective has a focus in TPS design and optimization, the KRUPS cap-
sule was created to serve as an adaptable, inexpensive testbed for entry experimenta-
tion. The capsule can easily be refitted to include various other sensors with objectives
of studying a variety of relevant reentry phenomena. KREPE will provide valuable in-
sights that future flights can utilize to expand capabilities and form an understanding
of how to efficiently conduct successful flights. KREPE will pave a path for a rapid,
low-cost technique for reentry experimentation and validation, greatly enhancing the
development and testing techniques employed in the field.
5.1 Original Contributions
The following sections outlines a list of original contributions made to advancing the
KRUPS initiative.
1. Design and construction of the ejection mechanism ensuring vehicle
release and survivability. Similar concepts for protective enclosures were
used for REBR and RedData-2. However, both campaigns had failures which
are speculated to be attributed to the payloads inability to escape the debris
field and the inability of the capsules to properly deploy. Using these insights,
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the KREPE ejection mechanism was designed to have the same aerodynamic
geometry as the capsule, not to be hard mounted to the host vehicle, and
utilize minimal fasteners to hold the mechanism together. This mechanism was
also designed to serve as a Faraday cage, satisfying radiation requirements set
forth by NASA for visiting payloads. Two concepts were evaluated, differing
primarily in their separation plane, one being vertical and one being horizontal.
The vertical configuration was chosen as it was determined to have a higher
probability of mission success.
2. Design of the internal housing structures to satisfy mission require-
ments. The housing structure for the KREPE vehicle was adapted from those
used in the KOREVET missions. The same general profile and materials were
used, with the exception of the lower portion of the 3D printed capsule. Alter-
ations were necessary to allow room for the new components while improving
the likelihood of mission success. These alterations included adjustments to
mounting locations, addition of ballast, and adjustments of tolerances. Itera-
tive analysis was done with various arrangements of all internal components,
ensuring both an appropriate mounting scheme while also minimizing the center
of gravity along the central axis. Adaptations were made to accommodate the
new profile and material necessary for the 3D printed capsule, having developed
a new battery mount and fastening scheme.
3. Design and implementation of the Parachute Release Device (PRED)
allowing for KOREVET recovery. Because of KUDOS and KOREVET I
failure to successfully transmit data, it was determined that adding a recovery
technique would greatly improve the likelihood of obtaining data. Several meth-
ods were evaluated, but a parachute posed the least amount of risk with the
highest odds of success. PRED had to fit within the profile of the KOREVET
capsule without interfering with data transmission and without causing the cen-
ter of gravity to fall outside the required envelope. After conducting trajectory
analysis, the parachute was sized and a deployment altitude was determined.
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The internal housing design was altered to include the parachute canister and
mounting locations for the parachute and all release components. Analysis and
testing was conducted to ensure opening forces would not damage the vehicle
and that the system operated as designed prior to flight.
4. Served as a mentor to a multi-disciplinary team of undergraduate
engineering students. A major objective of the KRUPS initiative is to en-
courage younger students involved in STEM to engage in research and gain
experience working together with a collaborative group. The entire team con-
sisted of students studying mechanical, electrical, computer, and materials en-
gineering as well as computer science. In order to facilitate project progression
a systems engineering approach was taken. Individuals were split into three pri-
mary teams which included mechanical, electrical, and software. These teams
would work to design, manufacture and test individual subsystems. A core in-
tegration team consisting of the sub team leads would update other teams of
progress, communicate ideas, and provide assistance in order to ensure ease of
integration of the payload components.
5. Coordinated with NASA sponsors to develop a safety plan, conduct
reviews, and fabricate critical subsystems. To protect crew and station
NASA has developed an extensive set of requirements visiting payloads must
satisfy. Careful thought and consideration had to be taken to ensure that
those that applied to KREPE were indeed met. Some requirements influenced
designs, while others were satisfied with verification techniques, such as analysis
and testing. Frequent meetings occurred with several NASA experts to ensure
each requirement was understood and the steps taken would satisfy them. The
safety plan includes documentation of all designs, test plans, verifications, and
rational. This plan was also presented to a panel comprised of NASA safety
engineers with expertise in the domains relevant to KREPE.
Systems including the heat shields and batteries had several constraints related
to safety, manufacturability, and export control, which could have significantly
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hindered progress. Working with NASA Ames and JSC allowed for the design,
fabrication, and procurement of these components with relative ease, despite
these restrictions. The heatshields were properly sized with appropriate mate-
rial despite ITAR restrictions and the batteries were certified for flight through
testing conducted at JSC prior to assembly, saving time and resources.
5.2 Future Work
The KREPE campaign is still underway. While the design and analysis phases are
complete, many components for this flight have yet to be fabricated or procured, and
testing has only just begun. To fully prepare for flight, the remaining components
must be obtained and fully integrated into the payload. Following this, the outlined
test plan is to be carried out to verify the payload meets safety and mission criteria
and is therefore ready for flight. The payload will then be ready for turnover and inte-
gration onto the Cygnus NG-16 resupply vehicle, to carry out the experiment. After
successful completion of the mission, the data obtained is to be analyzed and com-
pared to the estimates produced by the numerical models developed at the University
of Kentucky. Finally, evaluation of subsystem performance will be conducted to de-
termine if improvements can be made to mitigate risks and improve the probability
for future mission success.
The minimum criteria for the mission to be deemed successful is if one of the
KREPE capsules is able to transmit data. This would suggest further improvements
are required, but the capsule capabilities would be significantly enhanced. If all
capsules power on and transmit, this would imply that the KRUPS capsule has
reached a TRL of nine and is ready for large scale launch operations. This would
mean fleets of KRUPS capsules could be manifested on other orbital vehicles to be
released during breakup and obtain a suite of data related to TPS materials and
design. The KRUPS capsule would then be ready for adaptation to conduct other
reentry experiments attaining its original, overarching goal.
Copyright c© James Tyler Nichols, 2020.
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